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Use less than or more than to compare unequal things:
Joe has more money than I do.
Greta is more beautiful than I am.
My sister talks less than I.
We write less in this class than we did in the last one.
We have more fun at school than we used to.
We eat less than we did when we were young.
She has more money than sense.
She’s prettier than I.

Write a sentence using more/than.
_____________________________________________________
Write a sentence using less/than.
_____________________________________________________

Use as to compare equal things:
Mary is as tall as I am.
My uncle is as rich as my father.
Is your mother as smart as you are?
That girl is as short as I.

Write a sentences using as/as
________________________________________________________

Answer these questions in a complete sentence.
Is a plane ticket more expensive than a train ticket?
Is the U.S. more expensive than China?
Are you as smart as your spouse?
Is it less cold in summer than in winter?

Put a check beside the pairs of sentences that mean the same thing.

I will call her back tomorrow.
I am going to call her back tomorrow.

She hopes to do well on the test.
She is hoping to do well on the test.

When it stops raining, we’ll go out.
We’ll go out, when it stops raining.

I have never flown a plane before.
I have never flown in a plane before.

My brother, a pilot, flew several people to the capital.
The pilot, who is my brother, flew several people to the capital.

My brother flies several people to the capital every day.
Several people are flown to the capital every day by my brother.

The process for making thread is not difficult.



It is easy to make thread.

The art museum should hire a new director.
A new director of the art museum should be hired.

The largest animal that has ever lived is the blue whale.
Blue whales live a long time even though they are large.

I am hoping to vacation in France this summer.
France is where I hope to vacation this summer.

Practice these conversations.

A: I am not as happy here as I thought I would be.
B: You aren’t happy here?
A: I am a little happy. But I expected to be very happy.
B: Are you sad?
A: I’m not really sad. I like living here. But I miss my home.
B: Do you want to go home?
A: I was more happy at home than here. But I think I’ll be happier when I find a job.

C: I am earning less than I thought I would. I might have to find a new job.
D: You are earning more than I am!
C: But I have more expenses than you. I have to support a wife and family. You are single. You can live on 
less money than I.
D: You make more money than most people. Maybe you should learn to spend less money.
C: When you are married and have daughters, you have to spend money. Wait until you get married. You 
will see I am right.
D: I’m sure you are right. You are wiser than I am about wives.

Analogies
Analogies are comparison. Fill in the blanks in these analogies.

Come is to came as ride is to _________.
Small is to large as rich is to _________.
Wind is to blow as sun is to __________.
Bad is to worst as good is to ___________.
I is to mine as she is to ____________.
Father is to mother as son is to ____________.
English is to England as French is to ______________.
Hear is to here as write is to _______________.
Eat is to ate as run is to ______________.
Glad is to gladly as lucky is to _____________.
Art is to artist as music is to _______________.
Eaten is to eat as flown is to _____________.
Won is to one as weight is to ____________.
A hammer is to a carpenter as a skillet is to a _____.
Large is to larger as _________ is to bigger.
Cold is to hot as _________ is to happy.
Eyes is to see as ears is to ____________.


